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ABSTRACT
The ability to accurately count chickens at the process stage is now
possible with advanced image analysis. Using colour, shape, texture
and size the chicken leg is separated from the background, allowing
the leg to be counted.
Accurate counts could be linked to a truck, weight, source (farm) or
invoice, in real time, allowing immediate feedback and resolution of
incorrect numbers. The ability to share the counted information (and
images), via SMS, E-Mail or a web browser, is possible if a count is
disputed.
A consulting role (retaining the IP within Rainbow Chickens) or a
software sale / rental are two possible methods to proceed and
have the proposed solution installed and operational in the shortest
period.
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Figure 2 Recorded chicken leg counting image

The chicken legs clearly stand out from a
black background.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced image analysis can be used to
accurately count chickens. This is proposed
to occur between the stun area and the
beheading, as shown below:

Figure 3 Portion of leg between holder and body that
can be counted
Figure 1 Proposed area for chicken counting system

Image analysis uses colour, shape, intensity,
size or texture to identify the chicken legs.

Every image captured is saved and stored,
allowing a remote manual count to be
performed, if any concern exists that
automatic counting is not accurate.
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Figure 6 Truck that delivers the chickens

Possibly the weight of the truck can be linked
to the number of chickens.

Figure 4 Entire chicken leg is separated from the rest of
the image

The red colour indicates the portion of the
image separated from the background.

Figure 7 Link between the truck and the no of chickens
could be via the license plate

It is crucial that the data from the chicken
counting be linked to exiting counts in a
database, allowing review of which farm,
truck or team are involved in missing
chickens.
Figure 5 Uniform lighting and a defined background the
leg clearly stands out.

The link between the image analysis data
counts and the existing counts is crucial.
It is possible to link the counts obtained to be
the truck which delivered the chickens.
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The required software will:

Two possible options exist to take this project
forward:
CONSULTING

-

Trigger when a chicken leg is seen

-

Capture the image

-

Count the number of legs

-

Output the data to an existing
database or input existing counts to a
new database, allowing real time
comparisons to occur.

-

If a link is required to the truck
number / weight this could include
OCR on the line and license plate
recognition on the weigh bridge.

PURCHASE OF SOLUTION

CONSULTING
At a daily rate of R7 500 I-Cube works on this
project until a suitable solution is found. All IP
created remains the property of the client.
Once a clearly defined project is agreed to
this can be better defined, however at
present it is suggested about 15 days (150
hours) would be required to complete this
project, however once the project
parameters are defined this could increase
or decrease. 15 days is if a link to the truck
weight and farm was required. This cost does
not include any of the software or hardware
required.

PURCHASE OF SOLUTION
(SOFTWARE & HARDWARE)
The required hardware will consist of:
-

Camera & lens

-

Frame Grabber

-

PC

-

Lighting

CONCLUSION
The ability to accurately count
chickens at the process stage is now
possible with advanced image
analysis. Using colour, shape, texture
and size the chicken leg is separated
from the background, allowing the
leg to be counted.
Accurate counts can be linked to a
truck, weight, source (farm) or
invoice, in real time, allowing
immediate feedback and resolution
of disputed numbers.
Two possible ways forward have
been proposed, allowing the
proposed solution to be installed
quickly.
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